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Abstract

Our goal is to provide a blockchain based crowdfunding
platform where every individual has the same oppurtunity to
realize a revolutionary idea or project.

What Helveticoin stands for

We strive for a better and easier way to receive fundings by
changing the concept of current crowdfunding systems

Making crowdfunding free and accessible for everbody all 
over the world – especially for developing countries

To precise our future services

− Releasing a user friendly and blockchain based crowdfunding platform

− Developing the Helveticoin Mobile App with an integrated wallet

− A concept which allows our funders to get a regular income by being
part of the community

− Create new ideas together, share them on our subplatform designed like 
a social media workspace and work them out without being bound to
knowledge, makers or capital

− Helveticoins are going to be a digital asset used as profit shares on the 
Helveti.com platform, as well as an supportive utility token for all our 
users

Our vision is to crowdfund the idea of breaking existing
crowdfunding limitations.



Disclaimer

This whitepaper does not constitute an offer or
solicitation to sell securities or shares and is for
informational purposes only. The HEL token is
considered a utility tool built within blockchain
technology. The Helveticoin (HEL) offering does not 
represent a stock or sale of securities; the Helveticoin
does not grant equity or voting rights; the token does
not grant ownership rights directly or indirectly to the
Helveticoin company, it’s physical, virtual or intellectual
properties; the Helveticoin does not grant a debt
security and is not an instrument of debt; the
Helveticoin does not pay a distribution, disbursement or
interest payment to token holders. If any future offers
become available they will be made through confidential
and appropriate channels and follow all necessary legal 
requirements. In compliance with recent sec 
announcements, Helveticoin will not market to or
accept contributions from any US citizen or resident. In 
compliance with China Securities and Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) and the People’s Bank of China 
(PBOC) regulations, Helveticoin will not market to or
accept contributions from any citizens or resident of the
People’s Republic of China (PRC). In compliance with
the monetary authority of Singapore, Helveticoin will not 
market to or accept contributions from any citizens or
resident of Singapore.
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INTRODUCTION



Introduction

«If we always helped one another, no one would need 
luck» – Sophocles
Mankind’s constant urge for progress is anchored in the 
human dna. The instinct to find faster and more efficient 
ways to overcome obstacles has paved our path since 
we think up to the present day. Still we are searching for 
new methods and will never stop creating them. Due to 
this fact we see the passion for innovation as 
indispensable and want to refine it. In our opinion the 
following components are essential in order to do so:

Know-How
Capital
People 
and a place to grow

Therefore we want to create a platform where all of this 
comes together. We want to build a network of 
visionaries, funders and makers helping each other out.
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Based in switzerland, which gets often referred as
crypto valley due to the wide acceptance of bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies, we are working on this project
since 2015. Our main goal is not just the platform and
the help and support we could offer to these people in 
need, nor is it the change of our lives due to such 
revolutionary ideas – even though it’s exciting, for all of
us.
Through events like the crisis in 2008, people like us
lost our trust and started to recognize problems in our
current system, which applies for most advanced and
modern countries worldwide. 
So what we really want to do is coming up with a use
case for cryptocurrencies, that gets actually used. A use
case, that offers more than the solutions we have
besides the blockchain. A use case that’s so self-
explaining, that people will get inspired by it’s simplicity
and ultimately drives the adoption of this forward
thinking idea of the independent blockchain.
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HELVETI
SUBPLATFORM, OVERVIEW BENEFITS 



Helveti

Have you ever wondered, what could happen if you
brought the people with innovative and groundbreaking
ideas, the ones with the needed amount of money to
realize them and the professionals who know how to
launch them, together in a place thats accessible for
free for everyone from all over the world with an internet
connection and so simple to use, even someone
without any knowledge could start his campaign within
very little time? And there are no requirements for a 
project except it being legal. 
Helveti would never reject a project from someone who
is just trying to follow his or hers dream. Be it a 
revolutionized hair dryer or just money for a music
album you wanted to record a long time ago. We offer
the oppurtinity for every single individuum to get heard. 
In short, we offer a far broader spectrum of different 
products and ideas than any todays crowdfunding
platform is able to. Connecting this with a community
that takes and gives is a mixture with endless potential 
to create, evolve and grow. 
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First and foremost, Helveti is going to be a blockchain
based crowdfunding platform. In addition, a social 
media-like environment provides the opportunity to 
share ideas, know-how and services. The blockchain
technology is used for breaking the limits of financing 
possibilities and make it more accessible worldwide. 
The platform especially benefits developing countries 
and projects with too little reach, because we are still 
facing many unnecessary challenges regarding the 
criteria’s which a project has to fit to even get a base for 
attention. Also many ideas can’t be realized because of 
the lack of Tolerance and open mindedness that is 
needed to support projects, which could be world 
changing in a positive way, but there’s still too many 
anxious people out there who fear change. 
Nevertheless, it must be said that the ethics of humanity 
always remain inviolable and the given laws must be 
respected, but the future needs a wider range for proper 
crowdfunding the right projects.
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Subplatform

This is the place where the magic is going to happen 
and we think this subplatform will take our idea of
crowdfunding to an even higher level. The subplatform
is supposed to be an essential part of the whole
crowdfunding experience. 
To be specific, we want to build an independent 
network of visionaries, funders and makers helping 
each other out. Generally, if you want to be funded on 
an ordinary crowdfunding platform, it needs several 
things like: places to find inspiration, marketing, 
recruiting team members and so on. Imagine a place 
combining all of these tasks in a simple and efficient 
way. That’s what we are striving for to create. 
Our platform is designed on a take and give concept 
where the whole community matters and every action 
increases the value of our token. This is going to be 
achieved by the constant exchange of our Helveticoins
within the community for patents and services as well 
as initial investors.
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If you think you had a potential idea to get funded, but 
you don’t know exactly how to realize it. Helveti is there 
for you and will offer every kind of help needed in order 
to make it happen. Such as getting your web campaign 
started, support for your marketing processes and 
much more. There will also be the possibility to 
constantly get feedback from the community as well as 
from our selected expert teams. So anything that could 
stand in your way won’t be worth to mention anymore 
with Helveti. 
In the first spot the capital needs to be mobilized, which 
is going to be done by our funders. Besides, there is 
going to be a service section, where people can offer 
their services in exchange of Helveticoins. Let’s say, you 
need a good video representation of your project, but 
never had any sort of training or whatsoever. Don’t be 
discouraged. Simply search in our service section for 
someone who could do it for you and pay them with 
your recently funded Helveticoins easily. 
Or assuming you don’t have enough time to look after a 
project all the time, just offer your ideas in our patent 
section and get paid in Helveticoins for your innovative 
and visionary thoughts.
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Interact with masterminds from all over the world using
this growing network and build groups with the same 
interests and discuss latest news topics of new
groundbreaking projects.
We are convinced that every idea should get the
attention it deserves and no one should be bound to
Know-How, Capital or lack of resources. And a platform
with a caring community that is sharing the same spirit, 
where everything you do, you do simply for the
community to evolve and profit, couldn‘t be a better
place for that.
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Overview Benefits

Profit from our 20% Presale-Bonus
Passive Income for funders by being part of our
community
Helveti is going to be 100% for free for everybody
with an internet connection
Fast Payment from all over the world
Projects can get funded in Helveticoins, Bitcoins, 
Litecoins, Neocoins and Etherum
Brilliant interface that‘s easy to use and connected
with our social media like subplatform
Direct support with your campaign from our selected
expert team
Intelligent rewardsystem that results in increasing
the amount of held helveticoins
We will offer special memberships for guided
projects
Be the first – invest Helveticoins in projects before
they‘re offically released and profit from special
bonuses
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Using cryptocurrencies to provide financial
independency, the possibility to dispose the money
you own without interactions, control or charges. 
Made in Switzerland
Most flexible crowdfunding platform in terms of
projects that can get funded and also getting help
for your campaign in general
A give and take concept that has the potential to
change the crowdfunding market forever
You have special skills? Offer them on our
subplatform and get paid in Helveticoins
The more established the Helveticoin Community 
the more every member profits from holding
Helveticoins
Manuals for realizing a project in different languages
Less costs for things like marketing, job search and
so on because of our steadily growing community
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HELVETICOIN



Helveticoin

Helveticoin is an ERC-20 based cryprocurrency used as
digital asset on and for the first blockchain based
crowdfunding platform, made in Switzerland. The coin
itself works by smart contracts which allows an easier
transaction process.
Our stacking formula results in the steady growth of the
token. Every project can be funded in different crypto
currencies within the same project. After a project is
successfully funded, the creator receives 95% of the
funding. The other 5% will be transfered into
Helveticoins. This constantly increases the value of the
token but that‘s not all. After the coins are converted
the 5% will be split up proportionally to the holders. 
This provides a regular income of Helveticoins simply
by holding them.
In specific the stacking process will work by scanning
the blockchain as well as the wallets to detect the
holding wallet. You can confirm your detected holding
wallet on our platfrom or within the future developed
app. This will give you the opportunity to collect coins
perennially. The scans of the blockchain will increase
correlative to the community.
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Everything besides the funding of a project will solely
base on transactions with Helveticoins. There will be
various scenarios where the Helveticoin finds utility, for
example:

If you support the community growth by inviting your
friends you will earn Helveticoins
There will also be the option to trade patents against
Helveticoins. This will give visionaries the
opportunity to receive Tokens for providing new and
innovative ideas
If you have special skills in a specific sector you can
offer it as a service on our subplatform and become
a team member of a certain project
Let‘s say a creator needs more Helveticoins for his
marketing, you can provide the missing tokens and
you will be rewarded with a special bonus during his
sale campaign
For supporting a project you can use Helveticoins
and receive the product before it officialy hits the
market

More infomation about further uses of our utility token
you can find on the subplatform section.
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TOKEN SALE
TOKEN SALE, TOKEN ALLOCATION, SOFT-/HARDCAP



Token sale

Presale - 20% Bonus
23. Feb 18 - 03. March 18

ICO - 10% Bonus 
03. March 18 - 11. March 18

Tokensale
11. March 18 - 12. April 18

Tokens will be distributed after the crowdsale finishes
(Plus Bonuses). 

For any questions please contact: contact@helveticoin.io
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Token allocation
Total token supply: 444‘444’444
Sale supply: 200’000’000
Reserves: 200’000’000
Helveticoin: 44’444’444

Helveticoin will offer 45% of the total token supply for sale
during the ICO. The sold tokens will comprise 45%. Unsold
tokens will be burned. Tokens allocated to the team will be
locked for an estimated holder friendly time. 



Soft – Hardcap Allocation

Funds raised during the contribution period will be
used for the developing of the Helveticoin platform, 
marketing, research purposes and legal issues.



Token Sale 

Everyone besides the regulated** countries can take
part in the tokensale. Please visit our website to
contribute. Please be advised to only contribute if you
are accepted to our whitelist.

For any advice please read our contribution manual or
write an e-mail to „contact@helveticoin.io“.

As soon as we have checked the applications you will 
receive an e-mail from noreply@helveticoin.io with
further instructions.

* the price is adjusted to the stock price at the start of the sale.
**Citizens of USA, China and Singapore are not allowed to attend the tokensale
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TEAM



Team

We know due to the fact that there‘s no team listed on 
our website, our ICO may seem unusual, but we assure
you that there are competent and out of the box 
thinking people backing our team. 
The main fact we want to remain uknown in the first
project phase is because we want to share our vision
without getting rated as a person. We want to convince
people by the simple idea of helping each other out in 
an ever growing space full of innovation where everyone
can profit. 
As soon as our project is funded, we are going to realize
our dream in succession. At this point the company
reveals the constantly growing team. 
Until then we hope you put the same trust in us as you
do in the idea of changing the world by breaking the
limitations of existing crowdfunding.
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ROADMAP



• Idea and project
start

• FoundingHelveticoin
• Building team
• Creating website

• Website online

• Whitepaper V.1.0 Release

• PublicationTokensale
• Carrer center

23. February 2018

• ICO starts

• Crowdsale starts

Q2/3 2018

• Release Helveticoin platform

Q1 2019

• Token Distribution

12. April 2018

2016

2017

4. January 2018

13. January 2018

31. January 2018

• Start Pre-Sale / Video & Whitepaper 
V.1.1 Release

3. March 2018

11. March 2018

• Crowdsale ends

12.-15. April 2018

• DevelopingHelveticoinplatform
• Smartcontract integration
• Testing

Q4 2018

• Helveticoin Mobile App with integrated wallet


